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I. Introduction

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA or the Agency) is proposing a new, voluntary program for certain medical devices that demonstrate the potential to address unmet medical needs for life threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions and are subject to premarket approval (PMA) applications. FDA believes that the “Expedited Access PMA for Unmet Medical Needs for Life Threatening or Irreversibly Debilitating Diseases or Conditions” (“Expedited Access PMA” or “EAP”) program will help patients have more timely access to these medical devices by expediting their development, assessment and review, while preserving the statutory standard of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness for premarket approval, consistent with the Agency’s statutory mission to protect and promote public health.

As part of this EAP program, FDA intends to provide, as resources permit, more interactive communications during device development and more interactive review of Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) applications and PMA applications. In addition, FDA intends to work interactively with the sponsor to create a data development plan specific to the device (“Data

1 See section 515(d) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act).
Development Plan”). This Data Development Plan should outline all data the sponsor intends to collect in support of device approval, including what data will be collected premarket and postmarket.

FDA’s proposed EAP program contains features from CDRH’s Innovation Pathway, piloted in 2011 to facilitate the development and expedite the review of breakthrough technologies. In addition, the proposed EAP program is based in part on FDA’s experience with the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) and Center for Biologics Evaluation (CBER) programs that are intended to facilitate and expedite development and review of new drugs to address unmet medical needs in the treatment of serious or life-threatening conditions (“FDA drug expedited programs”). However, while the EAP program incorporates some features of the Drug expedited programs, it is a separate and distinct program tailored to devices and intended to further speed the availability of certain safe and effective medical devices that address unmet public health needs.

FDA's guidance documents, including this one, do not establish legally enforceable responsibilities. Instead, guidance documents describe the Agency's current thinking on a topic and should be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory requirements are cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidance documents means that something is suggested or recommended, but not required.

II. Background

A. Innovation Pathway

The proposed EAP program contains features of the Innovation Pathway, such as earlier interactions between FDA and sponsors, and, where appropriate, senior management involvement and the use of a case manager. FDA launched the Innovation Pathway in 2011 to facilitate the development and expedite the review of breakthrough technologies. By engaging with innovators much earlier and more interactively during device development, we believe we can help reduce the time and cost of the entire process of bringing safe and effective technologies to patients.

The Innovation Pathway includes the development of an early, comprehensive plan for the device that outlined data collection needs as well as scientific and regulatory issues likely to...

---


3 See the FDA draft guidance entitled “Expedited Programs for Serious Conditions – Drugs and Biologics,” issued June 26, 2013, which discusses, among other things, the following CDER and CBER programs: Fast track designation, breakthrough therapy designation, accelerated approval, and priority review designation. FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach on this topic. See also sections 901 and 902 of the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (Pub. L. 112-144) and 21 CFR Part 314 Subpart H.

surface during the review process, with the idea that subsequent communication between FDA and the sponsor would then be much smoother and more successful.

A key EAP program feature that is influenced by FDA’s Innovation Pathway is the development of a Data Development Plan, which includes a description of the clinical and nonclinical data that the sponsor proposes to be collected, as well as a timeline for the development and marketing of the device. FDA believes that the Data Development Plan will help assure predictable, efficient, transparent, and timely device assessment and review.

**B. Role of Postmarket Data**

As part of the EAP program, FDA intends to work interactively with the sponsor within the benefit-risk framework discussed in the FDA guidance, “Factors to Consider When Making Benefit-Risk Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approvals and De Novo Classifications,” issued on March 28, 2012 (“Benefit-Risk Guidance”), and in accordance with statutory and regulatory requirements, to determine whether certain data may be collected postmarket rather than premarket.

FDA’s draft guidance entitled “Balancing Premarket and Postmarket Data Collection for Devices Subject to Premarket Approval,” issued on April 23, 2014, clarifies FDA’s current policy on balancing premarket and postmarket data collection during FDA review of PMA applications. More specifically, it outlines how FDA considers the role of postmarket information in determining the extent of data that should be collected in the premarket setting, while still meeting the statutory standard of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness.

Getting the right balance between premarket and postmarket data collection—specifically, where appropriate, a greater reliance on postmarket collection—can reduce the extent of premarket data submission and directly impact when patients will have access to high-quality, safe and effective medical devices.

Section 513(a)(3)(C) of the FD&C Act requires FDA to consider the use of postmarket controls in lieu of collecting and reviewing all effectiveness data prior to PMA approval. In addition, section 513(a)(3)(D)(ii) of the FD&C Act, a “least burdensome provision,” specifically provides:


6 See FDA’s draft guidance, “Balancing Premarket and Postmarket Data Collection for Devices Subject to Premarket Approval” http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm393882.htm. FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach on this topic.

7 Specifically, section 513(a)(3)(C) states:
In making a determination of a reasonable assurance of the effectiveness of a device for which [a premarket approval application] has been submitted, the Secretary shall consider whether the extent of data that otherwise would be required for approval of the application with respect to effectiveness can be reduced through reliance on postmarket controls.
Any clinical data, including one or more well-controlled investigations, specified in writing by the Secretary for demonstrating a reasonable assurance of device effectiveness shall be specified as a result of a determination by the Secretary that such data are necessary to establish device effectiveness. The Secretary shall consider, in consultation with the applicant, the least burdensome appropriate means of evaluating device effectiveness that would have a reasonable likelihood of resulting in approval.

The consideration of postmarket information as part of premarket review is discussed in FDA’s Benefit-Risk Guidance as one of the principal factors that FDA considers when making benefit-risk determinations during the premarket review for devices subject to PMA, and is consistent with FDA’s guidance entitled, “The Least Burdensome Provisions of the FDA Modernization Act of 1997: Concept and Principles” (“Least Burdensome Guidance”), issued October 4, 2002.

We state in the Benefit-Risk Guidance:

FDA may consider the collection of postmarket data as a way to clarify the magnitude and effect of mitigations or as a way to develop additional information regarding benefits or risks for certain device types or in specific patient populations when making a benefit-risk determination. . . . In addition, pursuant to section 513(a)(3)(C) of the FD&C Act, in certain cases, such as if a device is likely to be denied approval due to uncertainty about its effectiveness, FDA will consider whether postmarket data collection or other conditions might be structured so as to permit approval subject to those conditions.

As part of FDA’s benefit-risk determination framework, FDA may also consider the degree of uncertainty of the probable benefits and probable risks of a device in the Agency’s review of a PMA application. As part of the uncertainty factor discussed in the Benefit-Risk Guidance, FDA states that:

there is never 100% certainty when determining reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness of a device. However, the degree of certainty of the benefits and risks of a device is a factor we consider when making benefit-risk determinations.

---

8 Under section 513(a) of the FD&C Act, FDA determines whether PMA applications provide a “reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness” by “weighing any probable benefit to health from the use of the device against any probable risk of injury or illness from such use,” among other relevant factors.

9 Available at: http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm085994.htm. As discussed in the Least Burdensome Guidance, the role of postmarket information should be considered in determining the appropriate type and amount of data that should be collected in the premarket setting to support premarket approval. Postmarket information should also be considered for assuring long-term device safety and effectiveness, wherever appropriate. Reliance on postmarket controls (e.g., compliance with the Quality System regulations, post-approval studies, postmarket surveillance, and the Medical Device Reporting requirements) should be considered as a mechanism to reduce the extent of the premarket data for PMA applications, while still ensuring that the statutory standard for premarket approval is met.

10 See footnote 5.

11 See footnote 5.
FDA recognizes that device approvals are not made with absolute certainty because of significant obstacles, such as the time and cost involved to address possible rare adverse events or long-term safety issues, and because controlled clinical studies do not fully represent the benefit-risk profile of a device when used in real-world clinical practice. Since devices that qualify for the EAP program (“EAP Devices”) demonstrate the potential to address unmet medical needs for life threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions, in order to help patients have more timely access to these medical devices, FDA may accept less certainty regarding the benefit-risk profile of these devices at the time of premarket approval, and approve an EAP Device, as long as the data still support a reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness. That is, FDA intends to approve an EAP Device if the uncertainty is sufficiently balanced by other factors, including the probable benefits of the device, the probable benefits of earlier patient access to the device, and postmarket controls, to support premarket approval.

As part of the EAP program, FDA intends to impose postmarket requirements, including requiring post-approval studies as a condition of approval for devices.\textsuperscript{12} The extent to which FDA will accept certain data to be collected for an EAP Device in the postmarket setting, rather than premarket, is affected by the Agency’s current authority to mandate completion of post-approval studies and to withdraw PMA approval for marketed devices for which FDA later determines that there is a lack of a showing of reasonable assurance that the device is safe or effective under the conditions of use prescribed, as well as by the current capabilities of FDA’s medical device surveillance system.

As discussed in section III.G. of this guidance, there are several actions that the sponsor or FDA may take in the postmarket setting as a result of the required conditions of approval. For example, FDA may take enforcement action if the sponsor has not met the required conditions of approval, including failure to initiate or complete a post-approval study specified in the approval order for the device. In addition, FDA believes that the implementation of our 2012 strategy for a National Medical Device Postmarket Surveillance System entitled “Strengthening Our National System for Medical Device Postmarket Surveillance” could address certain limitations with the current medical device surveillance program and allow for a greater shift of premarket data collection to the postmarket setting for appropriate devices.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{12} 21 CFR 814.82 states that “FDA may impose postapproval requirements in a PMA approval order or by regulation at the time of approval of the PMA or by regulation subsequent to approval.” In addition, under section 522 of the FD&C Act, and FDA’s implementing regulations at 21 CFR Part 822, FDA may order postmarket surveillance for certain Class III devices.

\textsuperscript{13} In September 2012, FDA released an initial report, “Strengthening Our National System for Medical Device Postmarket Surveillance,” providing an overview of FDA’s medical device postmarket authorities and the current U.S. medical device postmarket surveillance system and also proposed four specific actions, using existing resources and under current authorities, to strengthen the medical device postmarket surveillance system in the U.S. This report is available at: http://www.fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/CDRH/CDRHHReports/UCM301924.pdf. The update to the report, published in April, 2013, detailed the concrete steps that the FDA intends to complete to more efficiently collect better and more timely data, helping to identify issues more quickly. This update is available at: http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/Safety/CDRHPostmarketSurveillance/UCM348845.pdf.
III. Expedited Access PMA

EAP is a new voluntary program for certain medical devices that demonstrate the potential to address unmet medical needs for life threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions and are subject to PMA applications. FDA believes that the EAP program will help patients have more timely access to these medical devices by expediting their development, assessment and review, while preserving FDA’s statutory standard for PMA approval (reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness).

Participation in the EAP program is only at the request of the sponsor and with FDA’s agreement. Because devices accepted into the EAP program demonstrate the potential to address unmet medical needs, FDA believes that it is in the interest of public health for patients to have earlier access to these devices. For example, EAP Devices may offer a potential for clinically meaningful benefit as compared to existing alternatives (preventative, diagnostic, or therapeutic) or provide a breakthrough technology over currently available devices for patients with life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions.

Through the EAP program, FDA intends to engage with sponsors of EAP Devices earlier and more interactively during the device’s development, assessment and review. FDA intends to work closely with sponsors of EAP Devices to develop a Data Development Plan for the device that provides, among other elements, a description of the premarket and postmarket data collection and an explanation and justification for the proposed balance of premarket and postmarket data collection, with the goal of significantly reducing the time and cost from device development to FDA marketing decision, while still meeting the statutory standard of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness.

As part of the EAP program, the sponsor may use the types of clinical evidence that we discuss in section III.D. of this guidance in support of approval (e.g., surrogate endpoints). In addition, as part of the EAP program, on a case-by-case basis, FDA may, where appropriate, allow a sponsor to provide less manufacturing information in their PMA application. In appropriate cases, FDA may also at its discretion, forgo inspection of certain manufacturing sites and instead conduct those inspections after product approval (see section III.E. of this guidance for further discussion). Finally, as discussed in section III.F. of this guidance, FDA intends to impose certain postmarket requirements as part of the EAP program, including conditioning the approval of EAP Devices on continuing evaluation and periodic reporting on the safety, effectiveness, and reliability of these devices for their intended uses, in accordance with 21 CFR 814.82(a)(2).

These postmarket data will enable the Agency to assess the risks and benefits of these devices with a higher degree of certainty and, if appropriate to protect patient safety, take appropriate enforcement action as described in section III.G. below.

Included below are the criteria FDA considers when determining whether a device qualifies for the EAP program. This program includes a four-step process:

1. Request for designation as an EAP Device (“EAP Designation”),
2. Agreement upon a Data Development Plan,
3. Review of a PMA application for an EAP Device, and
Contains Nonbinding Recommendations
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(4) If approved, postmarket data collection and evaluation.

Attachment 1 provides more discussion on the EAP Designation process and Attachment 2 provides the general elements that FDA recommends be included in the draft Data Development Plan. If FDA grants the EAP Designation, the sponsor may then work with FDA to further develop the sponsor’s Data Development Plan. FDA intends for the Data Development Plan to evolve during premarket development and review and for FDA and the sponsor to agree upon this Data Development Plan prior to submission of the PMA application.

A. Criteria for Expedited Access PMA Designation

For purposes of the EAP program, we based the criteria for devices that are important for public health because they address an unmet medical need for life threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions on the priority review criteria in section 515(d)(5) of the FD&C Act and discussed in the priority review guidance “Priority Review of Premarket Submissions for Devices,” issued May 17, 2013. For purposes of this guidance, we are referring to the criteria as “EAP criteria.” Although priority review for devices was created to help expedite patient access to certain devices important to public health, FDA’s experience is that review times can take longer for these devices than for other devices reviewed under a PMA because of the novel scientific issues these devices may raise. We believe that the EAP program may enable patients to have more timely access to these devices because of the earlier involvement of FDA during the device development process.

We provide below the criteria for the EAP Designation as well as examples of each criterion. The Agency believes that the examples provided would meet the EAP criteria. However, even if a device meets the EAP criteria, FDA still has discretion over whether to grant the device the EAP Designation. When determining whether to grant an EAP Designation request, FDA intends to review the requests based on the EAP criteria, including the adequacy of the draft Data Development Plan submitted with the request, and relevant benefit-risk factors, including those discussed below.

To be eligible for EAP Designation, the following three criteria should be met. The three EAP criteria are:

1. The device is intended to treat or diagnose a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition.

   Considerations include:
   
   • Whether the device is “intended” to treat or diagnose a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition: In identifying devices that have an intended use to treat or diagnose a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition, including monitoring treatment for such a disease or condition, FDA intends to consider devices that are intended to have a positive effect on a serious aspect of the life-threatening or

irreversibly debilitating disease or condition, such as an intended treatment effect on a serious manifestation or symptom of the disease or condition, improved diagnosis of such a disease or condition, improved quality of life, or other beneficial effects. FDA also intends to consider devices that have a specific intended use to cure, mitigate, or prevent a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition.

- **Whether a disease or condition is “life-threatening”**: FDA intends to consider a disease or condition life-threatening if it is a disease or condition where the likelihood of death is high unless the course of the disease is interrupted. Examples of life-threatening diseases or conditions include chronic or active hepatitis, and myocardial infarction.\textsuperscript{15}

- **Whether a disease or condition is “irreversibly debilitating”**: FDA intends to consider a disease or condition associated with morbidity that has substantial impact on day-to-day functioning to be irreversibly debilitating. Short-lived and self-limiting morbidity will usually not be sufficient. Irreversible disease or conditions may, in certain cases, include diseases or conditions that are persistent or recurrent. Whether a disease or condition is “irreversibly debilitating” is based on its impact on such factors as survival, day-to-day functioning, and the likelihood that the disease or condition, if left untreated, will progress to a more serious disease or condition.

2. **The device meets at least one of the following criteria for addressing an unmet need:**

   a. The device represents a breakthrough technology that provides a clinically meaningful advantage over existing technology.

   Breakthrough technologies have the potential to lead to a clinical improvement in the diagnosis, treatment, cure, mitigation, or prevention, including monitoring of treatment, of the life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating condition.

   Examples include:

   - A transcatheter heart valve that is delivered transcutaneously and does not require open heart surgery, thereby decreasing the risks of the procedure. This breakthrough technology provides a clinically meaningful option in a patient population with few options.
   - A genetic test capable of identifying DNA variants using blood from patients may be less sensitive than standard testing of surgically removed tumor, or bone marrow, but offers patients a convenient, non-invasive sampling method.

   b. *No approved alternative treatment or means of diagnosis exists.*

   For purposes of the EAP criteria, FDA generally considers an approved alternative to include a treatment, diagnostic, cure, mitigation, or preventative, including a means of monitoring treatment, that:

   - Is approved, cleared, or licensed by FDA in the U.S. for the same indication being considered for the new device. In some cases, a treatment that is not approved,

\textsuperscript{15} See 21 CFR 862.9, 21 CFR 864.9, 21 CFR 866.9, and 21 CFR 892.9.
cleared or licensed for the indicated use or is not FDA-regulated (e.g., surgery) may be considered an “approved alternative treatment” for purposes of the EAP criteria. For example, FDA may consider a therapy that is not approved, cleared or licensed by FDA to constitute an “alternative treatment” if the safety and effectiveness of the use is supported by compelling evidence, including evidence in the published literature, and is considered the Standard of Care (SOC) in the U.S. FDA will consider on a case-by-case basis whether an approved EAP Device for which the confirmatory post-approval studies have not been completed is considered an “alternative treatment” for purposes of these criteria.

- Is relevant to current U.S. SOC for the indication.
  - There may be a substantial number of approved medical products with varying relevance in the current treating of a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease in the U.S., including devices that are no longer used or used rarely. FDA’s determination as to whether there is an approved alternative generally focuses only on treatment options that reflect the current SOC for the specific indication (including the disease stage) for which the product is being developed.

In evaluating the current SOC, FDA considers recommendations by authoritative scientific bodies based on clinical evidence and other reliable information that reflects current clinical practice. In the absence of a well-established and documented SOC, FDA may consult with special government employees or other experts for advice in assessing whether an approved therapy is relevant to the current SOC. When a proposed indication for the new device targets a subset of a broader disease population, the SOC for the broader population, if there is one, generally is considered available therapy for the subset.

Over the course of new device development, it is foreseeable that the SOC for a given condition may evolve (e.g., because of the approval of a new device or new information about alternative treatments). FDA intends to determine what constitutes alternative treatment at the time of the request for EAP Designation, and at the time of approval of the pivotal clinical trial IDE.

Examples include:
- An ablation catheter which offers the ability to treat atrial fibrillation. Catheters were approved for atrial flutter and there was no legally marketed ablation catheter indicated for the treatment of atrial fibrillation and, therefore, at the time of review, the ablation catheter met the criteria for “no approved alternative.”
- Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) devices report glucose values continuously or at short intervals (i.e., every five minutes) for several days. They have built in alarms that can be programmed to alert the user if the results fall outside pre-set low and high thresholds. The first CGM displaying real-time glucose data from which trends or patterns in the glucose levels of a diabetes patient may be detected and the
first CGM with pediatric indications would qualify for the criterion “no approved alternative.”

c. *The device offers significant, clinically meaningful advantages over existing approved alternatives.*

The device has the potential to cure, provide a clinically important earlier or more accurate diagnosis or treatment monitoring, or offer important therapeutic or preventative advantages in safety and/or effectiveness over existing alternatives. FDA also intends to consider devices that offer important advantages in the mitigation of a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition. Such advantages may include superiority over current treatments for effects on serious outcomes (e.g., morbidity), substantially less risk than existing therapies, including the ability to provide a clinical benefit without the serious side effects associated with current treatments, addressing a known, important shortcoming of existing technology, the ability to provide clinical benefit for those patients unable to tolerate current treatments.

Examples include:

- A diagnostic product intended to improve diagnosis or detection of a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition in a way that would lead to improved outcomes (e.g., an IVD for earlier diagnosis of preeclampsia).
- A product intended to improve or prevent a serious treatment-related side effect associated with an available product for treating a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition.
- A product intended to treat a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition that does not have a serious adverse effect associated with an available product for treating this disease/condition.

FDA may approve more than one EAP device for the same condition because of the possibility that the data from the post-approval study may not confirm certain safety or effectiveness aspects of the device under the conditions of use. FDA may therefore consider devices as offering a “significant, clinically meaningful” advantage over existing approved alternatives, notwithstanding the availability of an EAP Device approved on the condition of a post-approval study.

d. *The availability of the device is in the best interest of patients (e.g., addresses an unmet medical need).*

That is, the device provides a specific public health benefit or addresses an unmet medical need of a well-defined patient population. For purposes of this guidance, an unmet medical need is a condition whose treatment or diagnosis is not addressed adequately by an available therapy or diagnostic. If no therapy or diagnostic exists for a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition, there is clearly an unmet medical need. When an available therapy or diagnostic exists, a new treatment or diagnostic would be considered to address an unmet medical need if it has an effect on a serious outcome of the disease or condition that is not known to be influenced by available therapy, or has a significantly improved effect on or diagnosis of a serious outcome(s) of the condition or disease compared to available therapy or diagnostic.
This may apply if the device has a benefit for patients who are unable to tolerate available therapy or whose disease has failed to respond to available therapy, or the treatment can be used effectively with other critical agents that cannot be combined with available therapy. This may also apply if the device provides efficacy similar to available therapy, while:

1. avoiding serious harm that can occur with available therapy,
2. avoiding serious harm that causes discontinuation of treatment of a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition, or
3. reducing the potential for harmful interactions with other therapies.

In addition, this may apply to a device that was designed or modified to address an unanticipated serious failure occurring in a critical component of an approved device for which there are no alternatives, or for which alternative treatment would entail substantial risk of morbidity for the patient. The device may also provide similar safety and effectiveness as available therapy or diagnostics, but with another intended benefit, such as improved patient compliance that is expected to lead to a reduction in serious adverse outcomes. Further this may apply if the device addresses an emerging or anticipated public health need, such as a device shortage or public health emergency.

Examples include:

- An IVD assay that detects a genomic variant for the purposes of identifying patients with certain cancers that are eligible for treatment with a specific drug. In some situations the use of the drug may be detrimental for patients who do not possess the variant. For this reason, use of the assay is necessary for safe and effective use of the drug, and is therefore in the best interest of patients. For more information on in vitro companion diagnostic devices, see FDA’s draft guidance “In Vitro Companion Diagnostic Devices,” issued July 14, 2011.16 FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach on this topic.

3. The sponsor submits an acceptable draft Data Development Plan.

For recommendations on the general information to be included in the draft Data Development Plan, please see Attachment 2. The draft Data Development Plan should describe the clinical and nonclinical data that would be collected premarket and postmarket. For PMA approval, the premarket data must be adequate to support a determination that there is reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness. If the sponsor proposes collecting certain data in the postmarket setting, rather than premarket, the draft Data Development Plan should provide the rationale for postmarket data collection and contain valid (clinical or nonclinical) scientific evidence to support the postmarket data collection, e.g., to support that the proposed surrogate endpoint is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit. The draft Data

16 See FDA’s draft guidance “In Vitro Companion Diagnostic Devices” (http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm262292.htm). FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach on this topic.
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Development Plan should also include a timeline for the development and marketing of the device as well as for the postmarket data collection.

Revocation of EAP Designation

FDA may revoke an EAP Designation at any time upon written notice to the sponsor if FDA determines that:

- The information submitted in support of a request for EAP Designation, including, without limitation, the Pre-Sub package, or any related premarket submission contained an untrue statement of material fact or omitted material information, including false statements relating to data collection; or
- Based on evidence available, the device is no longer eligible for an EAP Designation according to the EAP criteria outlined in this section of this guidance.

B. Features of Expedited Access PMA

Under the Expedited Access PMA, the Agency intends to proactively work with sponsors to try to reduce the time and cost from development to marketing decision, without changing FDA’s PMA approval standard of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness or our standard of valid scientific evidence. Features of the program include:

(1) Interactive Review

FDA intends to work with the sponsor to finalize a Data Development Plan prior to submission of the PMA. FDA intends to work with the sponsor so that the plan is developed in a manner that is least burdensome and predictable while allowing for some measure of flexibility. In addition, resources permitting and as appropriate, FDA intends to provide more extensive guidance on efficient device development, interactive communications during device development, and resources permitting, greater interactive review of IDEs and PMAs.

(2) Senior Management Involvement

FDA intends to involve, where appropriate, Office and Center-level senior management and experienced review staff in a proactive, collaborative, cross-disciplinary review.

(3) Case Manager

Where appropriate, and resources permitting, FDA may assign a cross-disciplinary case manager to facilitate efficient review of the draft Data Development Plan. The case manager coordinates activities between the review team and the sponsor, and considers the use of appropriate internal and external experts.

(4) Priority Review

FDA expects that the PMA for an EAP Device will receive priority review under 515(d)(5) of the FD&C Act.

Given that the purpose of the EAP program is earlier access to devices that address an unmet medical need, FDA expects sponsors of devices under this program to collect premarket and postmarket data, respond to FDA requests, and market their devices, if approved, in a timely manner. FDA intends to work interactively with sponsors through the Expedited Access PMA
program to help ensure that these devices are developed and marketed in a timely manner in the U.S. Sponsors of these devices should give priority to resolving all scientific and regulatory issues that surface during the review process.

C. Benefit-Risk Determinations for Expedited Access PMAs

FDA’s Benefit-Risk Guidance explains the principal factors that FDA considers when making benefit-risk determinations in the premarket review of certain medical devices, including devices subject to PMA applications. Two of the factors included in the Benefit-Risk Guidance that FDA may consider as part of making benefit-risk determinations are postmarket data collection and uncertainty.\(^\text{17}\)

Therefore, in accordance with the Benefit-Risk Guidance, as part of FDA’s benefit-risk determination for EAP Devices, FDA may consider the amount of data that may be collected in the postmarket setting, rather than premarket, and the level of acceptable uncertainty in the benefit-risk profile at the time of approval. In all FDA premarket approval decisions there is some degree of uncertainty about the benefits and risks of the device. We may not have definitive answers to all questions relating to the benefits and risks of the device at the time of approval because the time and cost of such data collection would adversely affect public health through significantly delayed availability of medical devices that improve the health of patients (e.g., to do so for a particular device may require clinical studies that enroll thousands of subjects to fully assess all risks, such as rare adverse events). The degree of uncertainty that FDA accepts at the time of approval depends on, among other factors, the probable benefits of the device.

As part of the benefit-risk determination for EAP Devices, FDA may accept a greater degree of uncertainty of the benefit-risk profile for these devices if the uncertainty is sufficiently balanced by other factors, including the probable benefits for patients to have earlier access to EAP Devices (e.g., devices that treat a life-threatening disease when no alternative treatments are available), and adequate postmarket controls to support premarket approval. Generally, weighing the benefits against the risks for EAP Devices for which we would accept a greater degree of uncertainty adds another dimension to the benefit-risk calculus. Specifically, as part of FDA’s benefit-risk determination, FDA intends to weigh the device’s impact on patient health, including the probable benefit of earlier access to the device, against the probable risk of harm to patients from the device should subsequent data collection demonstrate that the device is ineffective or unsafe.

In order to reduce the probable risk of harm to patients, FDA may consider the following information when assessing the benefit-risk factors provided in the Benefit-Risk Guidance. Although sponsors may not demonstrate each of the following to support that the device’s probable benefits outweigh its probable risks, a demonstration of one or more of the following can increase the likelihood of a favorable benefit-risk determination. As discussed in the Benefit-Risk Guidance, this information should be considered during the design, non-clinical testing, pre- IDE and IDE phases as well as in assembling and assessing PMA applications. In addition, this information should be considered in an EAP Designation request.

\(^{17}\) See footnote 5.
1. Premarket (clinical or non-clinical) data demonstrate that the probability of serious harm is low.
2. Postmarket patient exposure to the device prior to the required submission of postmarket data to FDA will be small.
3. The device is non-implantable.
4. The sponsor has a proven track record of a robust quality system.
5. A Data Safety Monitoring Board will be used in the postmarket study.
6. User training to help mitigate the probable risks of the device, which is described in the proposed labeling for the device.
7. The sponsor will provide patient labeling.
8. There is valid scientific evidence to demonstrate that the intended patient population is willing to tolerate the probable harm of the device in light of the level of uncertainty about the probable benefits and/or probable risks of the device.
9. There is a high likelihood that postmarket surveillance can quickly identify instances of serious patient harm.
10. There is a high likelihood that the required postmarket data collection will be completed in a timely manner.
11. The proposed postmarket data study is well-designed and feasible, taking into account the likelihood that patients will participate in the study once the device has been approved.

D. Types of Clinical Evidence That May Support PMA Approval of EAP Devices

Because of the potential benefit to public health from devices that meet the criteria for EAP Designation, approval of the PMA may be based on the types of clinical evidence described below. Although a sponsor may use these types of clinical evidence in support of a PMA submission for an EAP Device, it is neither a criterion for the EAP program nor is it a comprehensive list of the types of clinical evidence that may be used to support approval of EAP Devices.

(1) Intermediate and Surrogate Endpoints

As discussed above, EAP Devices must meet the statutory standard of PMA approval of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness. FDA may, as a basis for PMA approval, rely on assessments of a device’s effect on an intermediate or surrogate endpoint that is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit (on the condition that remaining uncertainty about the predictive relationship between a surrogate and clinical benefit is minimized through confirmatory post-approval studies or on the condition that clinical benefit is verified through confirmatory post-approval studies). FDA has developed draft guidance on qualification of Medical Device Development Tools, which can include validated intermediate or surrogate endpoints. See
Contains Nonbinding Recommendations
Draft – Not for Implementation

CDRH draft guidance: Medical Device Development Tools (MDDT).18 FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach to this topic.

A PMA application for an EAP Device that relies on a surrogate endpoint should include or reference evidence that it is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit of the device. However, if a CDRH-qualified MDDT is used consistent with its qualified context for use, the sponsor generally does not need to provide additional evidence in the PMA application to support the use of the surrogate endpoint, though confirmatory postmarket studies may still be required. Because FDA would generally accept a greater level of uncertainty about the likelihood that an intermediate or surrogate endpoint predicts the intended clinical benefit for EAP devices than for other PMA devices (and, therefore, accepting a greater level of uncertainty about the benefits of the EAP device), as discussed below, FDA would generally require postmarket confirmatory data as a condition of approval.

Clinical study endpoints19 selected to assess clinical benefit20 as a basis for regulatory approval can be conceptualized in a spectrum. At one end of the spectrum are the clearest clinical endpoints of a disease itself, such as irreversible morbidity or mortality. Closely related endpoints are events that affect a patient’s health status, ability to function, or quality of life (intermediate endpoints). In the middle are endpoints that are defined, in part, on both clinical signs or symptoms and biomarkers (“composite endpoint”). At the other end of the spectrum are endpoints defined entirely by biomarkers or other such measurements, with a less direct relationship to patient experience (i.e., surrogate endpoints).21

The following sections outline general considerations related to intermediate and surrogate endpoint use as the basis for approval for EAP Devices.

**Optimal Use of Intermediate or Surrogate Endpoints**

Use of intermediate or surrogate endpoints may allow for smaller trials or shorter follow-up, or be easier to measure than traditional clinical outcomes of a disease or condition. Optimal conditions for using intermediate or surrogate endpoints include when the traditional endpoint is a rarely occurring event or delayed in its presentation (as in certain chronic diseases); when measurement of the endpoint is invasive, uncomfortable, costly, or easily confounded; or when the treatment effect is small, and therefore would require trials of impractical size in order to meet statistical significance. For example, trials of percutaneous coronary interventions, such as stenting, traditionally included myocardial infarction (MI) as a clinical study endpoint. As

---

18 See FDA’s draft guidance “Medical Device Development Tools (MDDT)” (http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm374427.htm). FDA’s draft guidance represents FDA’s proposed approach on this topic.

19 For purposes of this guidance, a “clinical study endpoint” is a detected symptom or measurement of a function, or any clinical characteristic or variable that reflects how a patient feels (e.g., symptom relief), functions (e.g., improved mobility), or survives, measured at a specific time point.

20 For purposes of this guidance, a “clinical benefit” is a positive therapeutic effect that is clinically meaningful in the context of a given disease or condition. The clinical benefit should be weighed against a treatment or diagnostic risk to determine whether there is an overall benefit for patients (i.e., a favorable benefit-risk profile).

advances in medicine and clinical care of MI have substantially improved patient outcomes, the required sample size to demonstrate improvements in or equivalent incidence of MI is now correspondingly larger. By incorporating evidence such as the clinically driven need for a repeat procedure as part of a composite endpoint, the number of clinical events is larger, which allowed FDA to accept smaller, more efficient trials than would be required with traditional endpoints. Confirmatory postmarket data were required to provide better precision around safety in terms of MI rates for stents approved using such endpoints.

**Intermediate Endpoints**

For purposes of this guidance, an “intermediate endpoint” is used in a clinical study as a measurement of clinical benefit or risk concerning a symptom or measure of function that is not the ultimate outcome of the disease (e.g., exercise tolerance in trials of device treatments for heart failure). An intermediate endpoint may also be a clinical study endpoint measured at an earlier time than has historically been accepted (“intermediate temporal endpoint”). Intermediate endpoints are not uncommon in premarket trials for medical devices.

Examples of Intermediate Endpoints:
- Exercise tolerance and symptoms, together with evidence of no adverse effect on survival.
- Heart failure hospitalization rate, together with evidence of no adverse effect on survival.
- Symptoms of hyperglycemia.
- Angina frequency.

Improvement according to an intermediate endpoint is generally of value to patients even if this does not lead to reduced morbidity or mortality, and could be considered as a basis for marketing approval by FDA. Incorporating an intermediate endpoint into premarket clinical trials is most often useful in settings in which the disease course is long and an extended period of time is required to measure the clinical benefit of a device, such as long-term use devices used in a chronic disease setting.

**Surrogate Endpoints**

For purposes of this guidance, a “surrogate endpoint” is not itself a measure of clinical benefit, but is used in trials as a substitute which is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit, based on epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophysiologic or other scientific evidence. The types of measurements which may be used as a surrogate endpoint are in vitro laboratory or medical imaging measurements, or physical signs (e.g., blood pressure measurements in trials of antihypertensive therapeutics, as a surrogate for clinical endpoints such as stroke, myocardial infarction, or mortality).

---

22 Use of intermediate temporal endpoints (e.g., earlier assessment of osteoarthritis progression-free, based on symptoms and patient function, at 12 months instead of at 24 months) is particularly useful with Adaptive Design studies.
Measurements which could be considered as potential surrogate endpoints may focus on assessment of: 23

- The underlying cause of the disease (e.g., elevated uric acid and gout, elevated blood pressure and hypertensive cardiovascular disease, low thyroxin levels and hypothyroidism).
- A detection that leads to the ultimate outcome (e.g., tumor detection could be expected to lead to treatment or removal of the tumor which may delay symptomatic progression and improve survival).
- The state of the pathophysiologic pathway leading to the clinical outcome (e.g., left ventricular hypertrophy and congestive heart failure).

Whether a Surrogate Endpoint is Reasonably Likely to Predict Clinical Benefit

A PMA application that relies on surrogate endpoints should include or reference evidence that the endpoint is reasonably likely to predict the clinical benefit of a device. 24 This section provides an overview of some of the important factors to consider in identifying and assessing the predictive potential of surrogate endpoints. However, this subsection does not address clinical evidence requirements, because they are not readily generalizable.

Predictive Relationship Between Surrogate Endpoints and Clinical Benefit

Whether a surrogate endpoint is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit is a function of the scientific plausibility of the relationship between the disease, endpoint, and the expected device effect, and the empirical evidence to support that relationship. The empirical evidence may include epidemiological, pathophysiological, therapeutic, or other scientific evidence. When considering evidence of a predictive relationship between the endpoint and clinical benefit, it is important to do so in the context of the nature of the disease as well as the mechanism of action of the device.

Use of a surrogate endpoint depends on the quality of data and strength of evidence supporting the measure, and on the context in which it is applied (“context of use”). 25 When there is strong evidence demonstrating a predictive relationship between a measure and clinical benefit, it may be accepted for use as a “well-established” surrogate endpoint in a clinical study which will serve as the basis for approval. A measure which is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit could be used as a basis for regulatory approval in some instances such as for an EAP Device intended for a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition with no alternatives, and considered for broader use in multiple device development programs once qualified through the MDDT process. When there is weak or inconsistent evidence to support a predictive relationship between a measure and clinical benefit, the measure is not suitable for use

---

23 Note the examples in this section are provided for illustrative purposes, and FDA will determine acceptability of a surrogate endpoint on a case-by-case basis. EAP applications which rely on a surrogate endpoint should include evidence to support the use of a surrogate endpoint.

24 Data produced by a surrogate endpoint will ultimately be interpreted in context of the severity, rarity or prevalence of the condition and availability or lack of alternative treatments. Refer to the MDDT draft guidance for additional information. See footnote 18.

25 See footnote 18.
to support approval of a PMA marketing application for an EAP Device. The principle risk of accepting surrogate endpoints as the basis for approval is the possibility that patients will be exposed to a device that may ultimately be shown to have an unfavorable benefit-risk profile.

If a surrogate endpoint has failed to predict clinical benefit in a properly designed trial, or in the same disease or a related disease, it weighs against reliance on the endpoint as a basis for approval. A demonstration of one or more of the following can increase the likelihood that a surrogate endpoint will be accepted to support the PMA approval of an EAP Device:

- There is a clear biologically plausible predictive relationship to a clinical benefit, in the context of the nature of disease and mechanism of action of the device, because:
  - The causal pathway is well understood;
  - The disease pathway is not complex; and/or
  - The surrogate is not remote from the clinical benefit on the biological pathway of the disease or condition.
- The measurement validity itself is well established.
- The epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophysiologic or other scientific evidence to support the predictive relationship between the surrogate and clinical benefit is extensive, reliable and consistent (e.g., the effect on the surrogate has been shown to predict clinical benefit in similar devices in a similar disease context).
- The relationship between the surrogate endpoint and clinical benefit is defined (the more precise the relationship, the stronger the basis for concluding that an effect on the surrogate endpoint would have a reasonably likely effect on clinical benefit).
- There is extensive safety data on the device available from other sources.
- The product is intended for short-term use, such that treatment may be halted if unintended adverse effects arise.

**Examples of Surrogate Endpoints:**

- Lowering blood pressure (as measured by sphygmomanometry) is not a direct measure of clinical benefit but elevated blood pressure has been shown in numerous long-term outcome studies of antihypertensive drugs to correlate with and predict stroke and mortality, and is widely established as an underlying cause of stroke, heart failure, renal failure, and accelerated coronary artery disease. Blood pressure has been accepted as a surrogate endpoint in regulatory trials of antihypertensive drugs, and could be considered as a surrogate endpoint in trials of antihypertensive devices, provided there is sufficient evidence of a known or reasonably likely predictive relationship with clinical benefit, considering the mechanism of action of the device.

- Cytomegalovirus (CMV) viral load as evidenced by a laboratory measure of CMV DNA in plasma, is not a direct measure of clinical benefit but has been shown to correlate with and predict morbidity and mortality associated with CMV disease in transplant patients. Prolonged suppression of viral load is known to reliably predict an effect on survival. CMV viral load could serve as a surrogate endpoint for device trials, provided there is
sufficient evidence of a known or reasonably likely predictive relationship with clinical benefit such as survival.

- Early pathophysiologic analysis of biopsied breast lesions is not a direct measure of clinical benefit but has been shown to correlate with and predict morbidity and mortality associated with breast cancer. Pathophysiologic analysis of biopsied breast lesions could serve as a surrogate endpoint for device trials, provided there is sufficient evidence of a known or reasonably likely predictive relationship with clinical benefit such as survival.

**Conditions of Approval for EAP Devices Approved Based on Intermediate or Surrogate Endpoints**

As described previously, clinical study endpoints selected to assess clinical benefit as a basis for regulatory approval can be conceptualized in a spectrum, with clear clinical endpoints of a disease such as irreversible morbidity or mortality at one end of the spectrum and surrogate endpoints at the other end. FDA would generally require postmarket confirmatory data as a condition of approval when surrogate or intermediate endpoints are used as a basis for approval for EAP Devices.

Postmarket considerations when relying on an intermediate or surrogate endpoint as the basis for approval of EAP Devices:

- If an intermediate endpoint is used for the basis of approval, continue the premarket study into the postmarket phase to obtain more long-term data or to gain additional precision around an important endpoint (see the “Two-Phase Studies” section below).
- If uncertainty remains regarding the predictive relationship between the surrogate endpoint and clinical benefit, a postmarket study should primarily address clinical outcomes of the specific disease to confirm the anticipated clinical benefit and the overall benefit-risk profile of the device. It is possible to design a study which also generates additional evidence of the predictive relationship between the surrogate endpoint and clinical benefit, which could be utilized to further establish use of the surrogate for other purposes.

(2) **Two-Phase Studies**

We may consider approval based upon premarket study results (premarket phase) that meet a pre-specified criterion such as a pre-defined predictive probability of success, or a pre-specified significance level. The remaining confirmatory information would then be obtained from postmarket data (postmarket phase). Both pre- and postmarket phases should be carefully planned in advance and described in the protocol. The design of the premarket study should always ensure that the probability of statistical Type I error at the premarket phase is controlled at a level agreed upon by FDA and the sponsor at the design stage. The agreed upon level will determine the criterion for premarket phase success. FDA encourages the sponsor to have early interaction with the Agency.

The results of the premarket phase could be based on a smaller sample (fewer subjects), less time of device use or a combination of both. For example, if FDA would otherwise require a study
with 200 subjects followed for two years, FDA may approve the device after receiving promising results from 100 subjects who use the device for six months, and condition the approval of the device on the sponsor providing the remaining data on the completion of the study – i.e., the data from 200 subjects using the device for 2 years. Some of these subjects may have been recruited during the first phase of the study, prior to approval, but have not completed their follow-up at the time of approval. Some subjects may also be recruited after completion of the premarket phase.

(3) In Vitro Diagnostics

For in vitro diagnostic devices (IVDs), clinical validity is often evaluated with clinical performance measures that quantify how well the diagnostic device output agrees with a subject’s true status. That is, how well it identifies, quantifies, detects or predicts an event or target condition as determined by a clinical reference standard. The choice of appropriate clinical performance measures depends on the intended use of the device, the nature of the diagnostic device output and the clinical reference standard.

In the absence of a new prospective clinical study, FDA may in some cases accept alternative experimental designs unique to diagnostics to generate evidence demonstrating the analytical and clinical validity of an IVD for premarket approval. Some examples are listed below, and versions of these may be acceptable to support approval of an EAP Device.

- Banked samples from previously performed prospective studies can be analyzed with an investigational IVD to demonstrate clinical validity when the samples represent the intended use population for the IVD, the samples are demonstrated to be stable for the analyte(s) being detected (i.e., identical performance in stored as compared to fresh samples), the current standard of care for the condition or disease state is applicable to the sample collection and study period, and clinical results (including longitudinal follow-up when necessary) relevant to the IVD’s proposed intended use are available for the samples. If this pathway is chosen, a prospective statistical analysis plan should be in place prior to beginning the analysis.

- In cases where the clinical validity of a biomarker test may be fully established in the literature, only analytical data that demonstrate a genetic test can accurately detect the variant may be necessary.

- For tests for rare diseases or conditions with established clinical validity (i.e., via the published literature) and for which it is extremely difficult to obtain clinical samples for analytical validation, it may be possible to use contrived samples. Samples may be contrived by mixing a virus, pathogen, or analyte with a clinical matrix (e.g., whole blood or stool) provided that comparability to clinical specimens can be justified.

Sponsors may consider utilizing the above strategies for the premarket component of an EAP Device. For instance, when an IVD meets the EAP criteria, but it is challenging to comprehensively complete analytical and/or clinical evaluations for approval, an initial evidence base (including use of banked specimens from previous studies, use of relevant studies in the literature, use of contrived specimens to supplement testing of clinical samples including representative analytes) may be acceptable for approval of the device if it provides a reasonable
assurance of safety and effectiveness, through a reasonable benefit-risk conclusion, adequate analytical testing is provided, and a feasible, well-designed, and scientifically sound post-approval study for confirming clinical performance is proposed. Some scenarios that serve as examples are listed below:

- An initial study of banked samples from a clinical trial may support clinically meaningful performance between marker-positive and marker-negative patients with a confidence level appropriate to support premarket approval for a device intended for an unmet medical need. A post-approval study to better define performance would then require the collection and testing of additional samples from appropriate ongoing studies, or the design and conduct of a new prospective study.

- A genetic test for both common and uncommon variants could be a candidate for the Expedited Access PMA if, for example, common variants are supported by robust, prospective clinical evaluation and uncommon variants are supported by initial clinical data with clinical justification for the expected performance range (e.g., confidence interval of positive predictive value). The post-approval study should collect additional data on the uncommon variants to provide greater clarity with respect to analytical and clinical performance.

It should be noted that in some situations FDA may require a bridging study to evaluate the potential impact of various changes (e.g., specimen processing or storage, device or software modifications) on analytical and clinical performance.

**Companion Diagnostic Considerations**

An IVD companion diagnostic device is an *in vitro* diagnostic device that provides information that is essential for the safe and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic product. It should be noted that certain companion diagnostics, when appropriate, and with consultation from CDER or CBER, may be considered for the Expedited Access PMA. For example, if a drug is reviewed via the accelerated drug approval pathway based on a surrogate endpoint, the companion diagnostic may be considered for the Expedited Access PMA.

In some situations (e.g. a test that combines multiple analytes into a score), a reference method may not exist for direct analytical comparison. In these instances, alternative approaches to address analytical performance may be appropriate. These considerations may be discussed in the Pre-Sub requesting EAP Designation (see Attachment 1 for more discussion on the EAP Designation process).

**E. Manufacturing**

On a case-by-case basis, FDA may, at its discretion, allow a sponsor to provide less manufacturing information in their PMA application for an EAP Device, when the sponsor has a good track record for quality systems and there are not new, unique manufacturing issues that could adversely impact product quality or performance. Note, a device must be in conformance with the Quality System (QS) regulation (QSReg) and the sponsor must submit adequate information in the PMA to meet the requirements under section 515(c)(1)(C) of the FD&C Act and 21 CFR 814.20(b)(4)(v). As with other PMAs, sponsors of an EAP device should submit in
their PMA, information described in the FDA guidance entitled, “Quality System Information for Certain Premarket Application Reviews,” issued on February 3, 2003.26

In appropriate cases, FDA may also at its discretion, forgo inspection of certain manufacturing sites as part of the premarket review of EAP Devices and instead conduct those inspections after product approval. In general, FDA would review the sponsor’s quality system and manufacturing information and make a decision about inspecting finished device manufacturing sites as follows:

1. Finished device manufacturing sites with no prior inspecational history or inspecational history that is five or more years old, measured from the filing date of the application, would be inspected.

2. Finished device manufacturing sites that have been inspected in less than two years from the filing date of the PMA application, for which the inspecational outcome was No Action Indicated or Voluntary Action Indicated and for which the inspecational coverage is relevant to this PMA, may not be inspected until after approval of the EAP Device.

3. Finished device manufacturing sites that have been inspected within two to five years from the filing date of the application, for which the inspecational outcome was No Action Indicated or Voluntary Action Indicated and for which the inspecational coverage is relevant to this PMA, may not be inspected until after the EAP Device is approved if, in addition to submitting all other information required in a PMA application under section 515(c) of the FD&C Act and 21 CFR 814.20, the sponsor submits the following:
   - A declaration stating that all activities at the site comply with the Quality System Regulation (21 CFR part 820); and
   - Information demonstrating that, as part of design validation (21 CFR part 820.30(g)), the sponsor’s risk analysis activities included evaluation of risk associated with the design, manufacturing, and use of the device, and that risk has been reduced to appropriate levels using, for example, standards such as ISO 14971:2007, “Medical devices – Application of risk management to medical devices.”

Where an inspection is not conducted prior to approval of the PMA application for an EAP Device, FDA intends to conduct an inspection within twelve months after approval. In appropriate circumstances, FDA may consider an inspection that is classified as Official Action Indicated27 and that was not brought into QSReg conformance within a reasonable time, to be a grounds for PMA withdrawal under section 515(e)(1)(E) of the FD&C Act.


In addition, sponsors who intend to have another entity manufacture their device for commercial distribution in the U.S. may have the opportunity to receive an approvable PMA letter pending a QSReg decision from FDA. We generally would then approve the product once we had adequate assurances regarding the applicable quality systems of the manufacturer(s).

F. Conditions of Approval

In order to facilitate earlier patient access to devices that demonstrate the potential to address an unmet medical need, the approval of an EAP Device may involve accepting a higher degree of uncertainty about the benefit-risk profile of the device at the time of approval by collecting certain data in the postmarket setting rather than premarket, while still ensuring that the statutory standard for premarket approval of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness is met. Therefore, FDA intends to impose postmarket requirements as part of the EAP program, including conditioning the approval of EAP Devices on continuing evaluation and periodic reporting on the safety, effectiveness, and reliability of these devices for their intended uses, in accordance with 21 CFR 814.82(a)(2). These postmarket data will enable the Agency to assess the risks and benefits of these devices with a higher degree of certainty and, when necessary to protect patient safety, take appropriate enforcement action as described in section III.G. below.

FDA may also impose conditions of approval on the labeling of EAP Devices under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(3) if important for the device’s safe and effective use (e.g., in order to ensure that patients and healthcare providers have complete and accurate information regarding what is known about the benefits and risks of the device). In addition, if necessary to provide for a reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of these devices, FDA may restrict the device as a condition of approval under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(1).

1) Post-Approval Studies

In circumstances where post-approval data collection is appropriate, FDA intends to require this as a condition of approval. These studies may include both clinical and non-clinical testing. FDA intends for the design and timeline of the post-approval studies to be part of the Data Development Plan. In addition, the approval order will specify the agreed upon timeframe for the sponsor to complete the post-approval study, conduct analyses and submit the data to FDA. In appropriate instances, FDA may order the sponsor to conduct postmarket surveillance under section 522 of the FD&C Act in lieu of a post-approval study.28

2) Reporting Requirements for Post-Approval Studies

FDA may impose continuing periodic reporting on the safety, effectiveness, and reliability of the device for its intended use under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(2) (e.g., periodic reporting of the status and interim data or analyses of the required postmarket data collection). The reports required to be submitted will be included in the post-approval order.

---

28 The failure or refusal of a manufacturer to comply with section 522 is a prohibited act under section 301(q)(1)(C) of the FD&C Act, 21 U.S.C. 331(q)(1)(C). Further, under section 502(t)(3) of the act, 21 U.S.C. 352(t)(3), a device is misbranded if there is a failure or refusal to comply with any requirement under section 522 of the FD&C Act. Please note that violations of sections 301(q)(1)(C) or 502(t)(3) may lead to enforcement action including seizure, injunction, prosecution, or civil money penalties.
(3) **Labeling**

FDA may impose certain labeling requirements as a condition to PMA approval, under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(3) that are important for the device’s safe and effective use (e.g., information on the risks and benefits of the use of the device). Any labeling requirements will be included in the approval order. In general, certain labeling issues specific to the EAP process should be considered: (1) at the time FDA grants approval of an indication; (2) after the successful completion of post-approval studies upon which approval was conditioned; or (3) if FDA withdraws approval of one or more indications granted under approval for an EAP Device whose labeling includes other approved indications.

The labeling of a device approved through the Expedited Access PMA program should include a succinct description of the uncertainty about anticipated benefits and risks and the extent of data that supported approval and the required post-approval study(ies). For example, if there is uncertainty regarding an anticipated clinical benefit because a surrogate endpoint that was reasonably likely, but not validated, to predict clinical benefit was used to support approval, this should be explained in the labeling, along with a description of the clinical benefit that has not been established and a brief description of the post-approval study(ies).

**G. Postmarket Actions**

There are several actions that the sponsor or FDA may, as appropriate, take in the postmarket setting as a result of the required conditions of approval, depending on whether the sponsor conducts and completes the required post-approval study, and submits, in a timely manner, the data from the study to FDA as specified in the approval order, as well as on the study’s results. FDA may take enforcement action if the sponsor has not met the required conditions of approval, including failure to initiate or complete a post-approval study specified in the approval order for the device.

In addition, as provided in the FDA guidance entitled, “**Procedures for Handling Post-Approval Studies Imposed by PMA Order,**” issued June 15, 2009 (“post-approval guidance”), FDA posts certain information about the post-approval studies for devices on FDA’s website at: [http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfPMA/PMA_pas.cfm](http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfPMA/PMA_pas.cfm). FDA intends to post this information for EAP Devices under a separate section on FDA’s website for devices approved under the Expedited Access PMA program in order to provide increased transparency to the public regarding the status of the postmarket data collection for EAP Devices. The information will include the purpose of the study, the timeframe for study completion, conducting analyses, and submission to FDA, and the status of the study.

These actions that the sponsor or FDA may take in the postmarket setting include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) **Submission of a PMA Supplement**

---

The results from the post-approval study may trigger the need for the sponsor to submit a PMA supplement to FDA in accordance with 21 CFR 814.39(a) if the sponsor makes a change affecting the safety or effectiveness of the device. Examples include, but are not limited to, narrowing or expanding the indication for use of the device, labeling changes, and changes in the performance or design specifications.

**Labeling Changes**

Depending on the results of the post-approval study, the sponsor could revise the device’s labeling, with the approval of FDA, to reflect the population and condition for which a clinical benefit was directly established in the post-approval study(ies), including expanding the indication for use, narrowing the indication for use, or removing or revising language in the labeling regarding the level of uncertainty about the approved indication for use. The sponsor may decide to revise other sections of labeling (e.g., contraindications, warnings, precautions, adverse events and clinical studies), with FDA’s approval, to ensure that, based on the new data, the labeling adequately describes the safety and effectiveness of the device.

Importantly, information learned about a device postmarket can change the information required in device labeling. For example, new information about an adverse event may require labeling changes to device instructions for use or to warnings or precautions to ensure the device complies with section 502(f) of the FD&C Act and 21 CFR Part 801. During its review of post-approval study reports, FDA may discuss changes to the labeling based on the study findings to ensure the device labeling has adequate directions for use.

(2) **Safety Communications**

In some instances, it may be in the best interest of public health for FDA to issue a safety communication, such as if the post-approval study raises new safety concerns, but FDA believes there is still a reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness.

(3) **Panel Meeting**

As described in the post-approval guidance, FDA may seek the advice of panels when considering the progress of, or data from the post-approval study, such as when the results of the study may be difficult to interpret.\(^{30}\)

(4) **Administrative and Enforcement Actions**

As discussed above, getting the right balance between premarket and postmarket data collection—specifically, where appropriate, a greater reliance on postmarket collection—can reduce the extent of premarket data submission and directly impact when patients will have access to high-quality, safe and effective medical devices. However, greater reliance on postmarket data collection could undermine patient safety if the necessary and timely data collection does not occur.

In order to protect patient safety, FDA may take a variety of actions if the Agency concludes that based on the data from the required post-approval study or other source there is a lack of reasonable assurance that the device is safe or effective under the conditions of use, or if the

\(^{30}\) See footnote 29.
sponsor has not met the required conditions of approval under 21 CFR 814.82, including failure to initiate or complete a post-approval study specified in the approval order. For example, failure to comply with certain post-approval requirements under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(2) may cause the device to be misbranded under section 502(t)(2) of the FD&C Act and constitute a prohibited act under section 301(q)(1)(B) of the FD&C Act, which could result in seizure, injunction, or civil money penalties. Failure to comply with a post-approval requirement under 21 CFR 814.82(a)(3) may cause the device to be misbranded under section 502 of the FD&C Act.

FDA recognizes that the agreed on timeframe in the approval order to complete the post-approval study, conduct analyses and submit the data to the Agency is a best estimate and that circumstances may arise outside of the sponsor’s control that may adversely affect the ability of the sponsor to complete the post-approval study on time. Therefore, when appropriate, FDA intends to be reasonably flexible about the timeframe for completing a post-approval study and submitting data to the Agency.

In accordance with section 515(e) of the FD&C Act and 21 CFR 814.46, FDA may also withdraw PMA approval of an EAP Device if, for example:

- On the basis of the data from the required post-approval study(ies), or other new information with respect to such device, evaluated together with the evidence available to FDA when the PMA application was approved, FDA finds that there is a lack of a showing of reasonable assurance that the device is safe or effective under the conditions of use prescribed, recommended or suggested in the labeling;

- The sponsor fails to meet any post-approval requirement imposed by the PMA approval order, which includes failure to complete a post-approval requirement within the timeframe established in the approval order; or

- On the basis of new information, evaluated together with the evidence available to FDA when the PMA was approved, FDA finds that the labeling, based on a fair evaluation of all material facts, is false or misleading in any particular, and such labeling is not corrected within a reasonable time after receipt of written notice from FDA.

If FDA determines there are grounds for withdrawal, the Agency may ask the sponsor if they would like to voluntarily request withdrawal of approval under 21 CFR 814.37(d). If the sponsor does not voluntarily request the Agency to withdraw approval, FDA will notify the sponsor of FDA’s proposal to withdraw approval in a notice of opportunity for an informal hearing under 21 CFR Part 16. If the sponsor does not request a hearing or if after the part 16 hearing FDA decides to proceed with the withdrawal, FDA will issue the sponsor an order withdrawing approval of the application. The order will be issued under 21 CFR 814.17, will state each ground for withdrawing approval, and will include a notice of an opportunity for administrative review under section 515(e)(2) of the FD&C Act. FDA will give the public notice of an order withdrawing approval of a PMA, in accordance with 21 CFR 814.46(e).

31 21 CFR 814.46(c)
32 21 CFR 814.46(d).
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Expedited Access PMA Process

I. When to Request EAP Designation

Sponsors developing a device that may qualify for the EAP Designation and would like to be considered for the program should submit a Pre-Sub, as described in FDA’s Pre-Sub Guidance. The EAP criteria factors described earlier in this guidance should be apparent during the early stage of development. Therefore, in most cases, a sponsor should submit a Pre-Sub for an EAP Designation prior to commencement of an IDE pivotal study. Consideration for the Expedited Access PMA program is not required and is entirely voluntary on the part of the sponsor. If FDA determines that a device may be eligible for this program, and the sponsor has not yet submitted a Pre-Sub requesting EAP Designation, FDA intends to inform the sponsor of the program.

If sponsors are interested in this program, FDA strongly recommends early interaction with FDA on planned nonclinical and clinical studies in order for FDA to provide the sponsor with early feedback on their draft Data Development Plan.

II. Content of a Request for EAP Designation

A sponsor’s Pre-Sub for EAP Designation should include the information recommended to be included in a Pre-Sub package, as described in the Pre-Sub Guidance. In addition, FDA recommends that the sponsor include the following information in their Pre-Sub package:

1) A discussion of why the device meets the EAP criteria described in section III.C. of this guidance, including any relevant supporting documentation.

2) A draft Data Development Plan that describes the premarket and postmarket data collection and the explanation and justification for the proposed balance of premarket and postmarket data collection. In addition, the sponsor should provide a timeline for the development and marketing of the device as well as for the postmarket data collection. For recommendations on the general information to be included in the draft Data Development Plan, please see Attachment 2.

III. FDA Response

A. EAP Designation

33 For more information on the Pre-Sub Program, see FDA’s draft guidance “Requests for Feedback on Medical Device Submissions: The Pre-Submission Program and Meetings with FDA Staff” (http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM311176.pdf).
Notification

After reviewing the Pre-Sub for an EAP Designation to determine whether the criteria for EAP Designation have been met, FDA intends to issue written notification to the sponsor to indicate whether FDA is granting EAP Designation for the device. This notification should be signed by the appropriate Office Director or their designee. If FDA grants the EAP Designation, FDA intends to include the following information in the written notification:

- Confirmation that FDA intends to work closely with the sponsor to provide guidance on the Data Development Plan for the device.
- Notice to the sponsor for the need for the device to continue to meet the criteria for EAP Designation.
- A point of contact for the review of the device.

The sponsor should identify the number of the submission and the date of the FDA correspondence granting the EAP Designation in the sponsor’s cover letter to the IDE or PMA submission.

Although FDA may agree with the general concepts outlined in a draft Data Development Plan at the time of EAP Designation, FDA intends for the sponsor and FDA to work together to continue to develop this plan prior to PMA submission. FDA’s granting of the EAP Designation does not imply any determination that any data or proposed study design included in the request will support future marketing approval.

If FDA determines that the device meets the EAP criteria, but FDA has concerns or questions on the draft Data Development Plan included in the Pre-Sub, or if FDA determines that the device does not meet the EAP criteria, FDA intends to send written notification to the sponsor providing feedback. If the sponsor would like to submit additional clarification or data they may do so as a supplement to their Pre-Sub. Even if a device does not qualify for the EAP Designation, the sponsor may utilize the Pre-Sub review process to request feedback from FDA on their plan to use postmarket controls to reduce the extent of premarket data collection.

B. Review of PMA Application

The sponsor and FDA should agree upon the final Data Development Plan prior to submission of the PMA application. In addition, as discussed in section III.F. of this guidance, FDA intends to impose certain postmarket requirements in the PMA approval order. The approval of the PMA for the EAP Device will be signed by the appropriate Office Director or their designee.

C. Review of Postmarket Data Collection

Sponsors should generally follow the procedures discussed in post-approval guidance, unless otherwise indicated below.

Submission of Post-Approval Study Protocol

34 21 CFR 814.82.
As discussed in the post-approval guidance, FDA recommends that the proposed post-approval study protocol be submitted in the PMA submission. This protocol should also be part of the Data Development Plan. Although the post-approval guidance indicates that in certain instances a PMA may be approved without an agreed upon post-approval protocol, FDA generally does not intend to approve an EAP Device without an agreed upon post-approval study protocol.

**Submission and Evaluation of Interim and Final Post-Approval Study Report**

Completion of the required post-approval study should occur within the timeframe specified in the approval order. This should generally occur no later than three years after PMA approval, but may vary depending on the device type and the type of post-approval study. The timeframes for completing the study, conducting analyses and submitting data to FDA will be specified in the PMA approval order.

In rare cases, FDA may extend the post-approval study timeframe if progress has been made but, in spite of good faith efforts by the sponsor, unforeseen circumstances have led to a modest delay in completion of the study. In certain cases, FDA may also extend the timeframe if a supplement for a modification to the device is submitted to FDA reasonably soon after approval of the PMA application. When submitting a supplement for a modification, the sponsor should provide an assessment of the impact of the modifications to the ongoing post-approval study. FDA evaluates this assessment as part of the review of the supplement.

The sponsor should follow the procedure in the post-approval guidance for submitting the interim and final post-approval study status reports, as well as for the recommended content and format for these reports. The appropriate frequency for the submission of interim reports will be specified by FDA in the PMA approval order. In addition, submission of the final post-approval study report should occur within the timeframe included in the approval order. Generally, a sponsor should submit the required final post-approval study report no later than three months after completion of the post-approval study, without seeking FDA approval. However, if the sponsor has an appropriate basis for needing additional time beyond three months, FDA may, at its discretion, grant an extension for an amount of time agreed upon by the Agency and the sponsor.

**Labeling changes**

As discussed in section III.G.1 of this guidance, depending on the results of the post-approval study(ies), the labeling for the EAP Device should be modified as a result of the successful completion of the post-approval study(ies). A PMA supplement must be submitted for any labeling change that meets the criteria in 21 CFR 814.39.
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Draft Data Development Plan

As discussed in Attachment 1 of this guidance, sponsors developing a device that may qualify for Expedited Access PMA and would like to be considered for the program should submit a Pre-Sub. Sponsors should include in the Pre-Sub, among other information, a discussion of why the device meets the EAP criteria described in section III.A of this guidance, including any relevant supporting documentation, and a proposed draft Data Development Plan. The draft Data Development Plan should include three sections:

1. An explanation and justification for the proposed balance of premarket and postmarket data collection;
2. A description and summary of the data collection plan, including study protocols and study design; and
3. A timeline for the development and marketing of the device as well as for the postmarket data collection.

The proposed data collection plan should specify all data the sponsor intends to collect premarket and postmarket. FDA expects that the draft Data Development Plan will evolve during premarket development and review and that the sponsor and FDA will ultimately agree upon the Data Development Plan prior to PMA submission.

FDA recognizes that the sponsor may not have all the information listed below at the time of EAP Designation request. However, FDA feedback to the draft Data Development Plan represents our best advice based on the information provided in the draft Data Development Plan and other information known at that point in time. Furthermore, FDA may not grant an EAP Designation if insufficient detail is provided in the draft Data Development Plan. Therefore, it is in the best interest of the sponsor to provide FDA with a comprehensive draft Data Development Plan in order to facilitate FDA’s review.

I. Explanation and Justification for Proposed Balance of Premarket and Postmarket Data Collection

We recommend that you provide a detailed explanation of the extent of data that you plan to collect premarket and postmarket and a description of the type of data that you intend to include in your PMA (e.g., use of surrogate endpoints). Please include any explanation on how data will be analyzed premarket and postmarket. In addition, we recommend that the sponsor provide a justification for how the proposed data collection plan may yield sufficient valid scientific evidence for FDA to determine at the time of approval of the premarket application that there is a showing of reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness for the device. Finally, in order to assist FDA in its review, we recommend that the sponsor incorporate a discussion of the relevant benefit-risk information in section III.C of this guidance as part of the justification.
II. Data Collection Plan

Generally, the following elements should be included in the data collection plan. FDA recommends that the sponsor provide an outline of nonclinical and clinical testing either planned or already completed, and clearly indicate which data the sponsor intends to collect premarket and which data the sponsor intends to collect postmarket. Please note that information provided elsewhere in the Pre-Sub or previously submitted to FDA in other submissions may be incorporated by reference. As discussed above, FDA understands that the sponsor may not have all the following information available at the time that they are requesting EAP Designation.

- **Device Description.** A device description, including a description of the principles of operation of the device (including components) and properties relevant to the clinical function.

- **Proposed Labeling.** The major elements of the proposed labeling, including the proposed intended use/indications for use, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and instructions for use. FDA understands that labeling proposed at these early stages may be drafts; however, the sponsor should provide sufficient information to convey the conditions of use of the device.

- **Nonclinical Studies.** A summary, study design and protocol, as available, for each of the proposed or completed nonclinical laboratory studies that the sponsor intends to submit to FDA to support the future PMA submission. These studies may include (as applicable):
  - Sterilization
  - Biological/Microbiological
  - Immunological
  - Toxicological/Biocompatibility
  - Chemistry/Analytical (for IVDs)
  - Shelf life
  - *In vivo* animal modeling
  - Bench testing – mechanical and electrical testing

- **Clinical Studies.** Note that in some instances, there may be only one planned clinical study (e.g., if a sponsor is conducting staged studies). However, in other cases the sponsor may be conducting more than one clinical study. For example, a sponsor may be conducting a study with a surrogate endpoint prior to approval, and a confirmatory study post-approval. For each proposed (or completed) clinical study, you should provide the following information:
  - purpose of study
  - study objectives and hypotheses
  - study design
  - study population (including subject inclusion and exclusion criteria and definitions and source of comparator group)
  - sample size calculation (statistically justified and based on study hypothesis)
  - primary and secondary endpoints (including definitions for study endpoints, success criteria, list of expected adverse events/complications, standard operating procedures for a determination of relatedness with the device and/or the procedure)
o length of follow-up, follow-up schedule, description of baseline and follow-up assessments
o description of data collection procedures (including recruitment plans, enrollment targets, plans to minimize losses to follow-up, follow-up rate targets, quality assurance, and control)
.o potential statistical analyses
.o data collection forms, informed consent forms, and IRB approval forms
.o proposed reporting requirements
.o study milestones/timeline elements, including:
  ▪ expected date of study initiation
  ▪ expected monthly number of study sites with IRB approvals
  ▪ expected date of initiation of subject enrollment
  ▪ expected number of subjects enrolled per month
  ▪ expected date for subject enrollment completion
  ▪ expected date to complete follow-up of all study participants
  ▪ if applicable, information related to intermediate milestones (e.g., evaluation of surrogate endpoints in a study that also measures clinical benefits).

III. Timeline

Please include a timeline for the development and marketing of the device as well as for the postmarket data collection.